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Top Notch is a dynamic communicative course that
creates an unforgettable English learning experience.
It helps develop confident, fluent English speakers who
can successfully use the language for socializing,
traveling, further education and business.
The “strikingly original” debut novel by the masterful
British author is “a perfect adventure” of love and
smuggling on the English coast (The Nation). Francis
Andrews is a reluctant smuggler living in the shadow
of his brutish father’s legacy. To exorcise the ghosts of
the man he loathes, Andrews betrays his colleagues to
authorities and takes flight across the downs. It’s here
that he stumbles upon the isolated cottage of a
beguiling stranger named Elizabeth—an empathetic
young woman who is just as lonely, every bit the
outsider as he, and reconciling a troubling past of her
own. Andrews, a man on the run from those he
exposed, believes he’s found refuge and salvation. But
when Elizabeth encourages him to return to the courts
of Lewes and give evidence against his accomplices, the
treacherous and deadly repercussions may be beyond
their control. “The ultimate strengths of [Graham]
Greene’s books is that he shows us the hazards of
compassion,” a theme that would find its earliest
expression in The Man Within, his first published
novel (Pico Iyer).
Top Notch Fundamentals with ActiveBook
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English for Today's World
Top Notch Fundamentals Student Book/Workbook
Split a
Top Notch 2 Activeteach
1
Four Corners is an integrated four-skills
English course for adults and young
adults. Four Corners Student's Book A with
Self-study CD-ROM, Level 3 is designed for
low intermediate students requiring a
thorough presentation of basic grammar,
vocabulary, and functional language. Units
1-6 cover high-interest topics such as
style, interesting lives, our world,
personalities, and the environment. In
Four Corners, multiple speaking activities
in every lesson tied to measurable
outcomes help students and teachers see
the results of their learning. Additional
'Keep Talking' activities help students
develop fluency. As with other levels of
Four Corners, an extensive set of print
and electronic course components is
available to help develop students'
communication and confidence.
is a dynamic course for international
communication with the flexibility to fit
any teaching situation. It sets a new
standard, using the natural language that
people really speak.
Top Notch 2 with ActiveBook
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Top Notch
Top Notch 3 Student Book/Workbook Split B
TOP NOTCH 2 TEACHER'S EDITION WITH
EXAMVIEW.
Top Notch, Level 2
The Top Notch Workbook contains daily
assignments that reinforce each lesson.
The six-level Top Notch program makes
English unforgettable through multiple
exposures to language, numerous
opportunities to practice it, and
systematic and intensive recycling. Goalsand achievement-based lessons with can-do
statements enable students to confirm
their progress.
The Top Notch 2 Student's Book and
Workbook Pack make English unforgettable
through multiple exposures to language,
numerous opportunities to practice it, and
systematic and intensive recycling. Goalsand achievement-based lessons with can-do
statements enable students to confirm
their progress. Top Notch prepares
students to communicate in English with a
diverse array of speakers around the world
who have a wide range of native and nonnative accents. An emphasis on cultural
fluency enables students to navigate the
social, travel, and business situations
that they will encounter in their lives.
The ActiveBook contains: The Student's
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Book in digital format with full audio
Interactive speaking, listening, reading,
grammar, and vocabulary practice Printable
unit study guides
The Man Within
Top Notch 2 Student Book and Workbook Pack
Top Notch 3 Classroom Audio Program
Top Notch 3
Top Notch TV

Top Notch TV: The Complete Series, by
Joan Saslow and Allen Ascher, is an
exciting, new four-level video program
that brings authenticity and fun into the
classroom. The video series has: a
hilarious TV-style situation comedy —with a laugh track; authentic,
unrehearsed, on-the-street interviews
featuring a variety of regional and nonnative accents; original Top Notch Pop
songs in karaoke form (both with and
without vocals) which help reinforce key
language and make it memorable.
Features Comprehension of real spoken
English is carefully built through
exposure to target language in both
scripted and unscripted material.
Original pop songs — written exclusively
for the course – are available both with
and without vocals, for fun and language
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reinforcement. Includes FREE Activity
Worksheets!
The Top Notch Classroom Audio Program
includes a variety of authentic regional
and non-native accents. The six-level Top
Notch program makes English
unforgettable through multiple
exposures to language, numerous
opportunities to practice it, and
systematic and intensive recycling. Goals
and achievement-based lessons with cando statements enable students to confirm
their progress.
Top Notch Fundamentals Teacher Edition
& Lesson Planner
Top Notch 1 Student Book/Workbook
Split B
Top Notch 2 Teacher Edition & Lesson
Planner
Top Notch TV 1 Video Course
English for Today's World. Fundamentals
The six-level Top Notch program makes
English unforgettable through multiple
exposures to language, numerous
opportunities to practice it, and
systematic and intensive recycling.
Goals- and achievement-based lessons
with can-do statements enable students
to confirm their progress. Top Notch
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prepares students to communicate in
English with a diverse array of
speakers around the world who have a
wide range of native and non-native
accents. An emphasis on cultural
fluency enables students to navigate
the social, travel, and business
situations that they will encounter in
their lives. The ActiveBook contains:
The Student's Book in digital format
with full audio Interactive speaking,
listening, reading, grammar, and
vocabulary practice Printable unit
study guides MyTopNotchLab is an online
learning tool with an interactive Top
Notch Workbook, speaking and writing
activities, pop-up grammar help, the
Student's Book Grammar Booster
exercises, Top Notch TV with viewing
activities, and easy course management.
Top Notch , now in a Third Edition, is
a dynamic communicative course that
makes English unforgettable through
multiple exposures to language and
systematic, intensive recycling. Goalsand achievement-based lessons with cando statements enable students to
confirm their progress. Top Notch
builds confidence for successful oral
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expression through an expanded speaking
pedagogy and prepares students for
academic work through the development
of critical thinking skills and reading
and listening strategies.
Top Notch 2 Student Book/Workbook Split
B
Focus on Grammar
Ready-Made Interactive Activities for
Busy Teachers
TOP NOTCH 1A(CD1장포함)
An Introductory Course for Reference
and Practice
The six-level ""Top Notch ""program
makes English unforgettable through
multiple exposures to language,
numerous opportunities to practice it,
and systematic and intensive recycling.
Goals- and achievement-based lessons
with can-do statements enable students
to confirm their progress. "Top Notch"
prepares students to communicate in
English with a diverse array of speakers
around the world who have a wide range
of native and non-native accents. An
emphasis on cultural fluency enables
students to navigate the social, travel,
and business situations that they will
encounter in their lives. The ActiveBook
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contains: The Student's Book in digital
format with full audio Interactive
speaking, listening, reading, grammar,
and vocabulary practice Printable unit
study guides MyTopNotchLab is an
online learning tool with an interactive
Top Notch Workbook, speaking and
writing activities, pop-up grammar help,
the Student's Book Grammar Booster
exercises, "Top Notch TV "with viewing
activities, and easy course management.
"Building on the success of previous
editions, Focus on Grammar continues to
provide an integrated-skills approach to
enegage students and help them
accomplish their goals of communicating
confidently, accurately, and
fluently"--Back cover.
Top Notch Fundamentals Student
Book/Workbook Split B
Copy and Go
Top Notch 3 Teacher Edition & Lesson
Planner
Top Notch 2 Workbook
Top Notch Fundamentals Split a
W/MyEnglishLab
Top Notch Fundamentals Teacher Edition & Lesson Planner
Top Notch 1B contains Units 6-10 from the Top Notch 1 Student's
Book plus the corresponding Workbook units. [or: Top Notch 2A
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contains Units 1-5 from the Top Notch 2 Student's Book plus the
corresponding Workbook units.] The six-level Top Notch program
makes English unforgettable through multiple exposures to
language, numerous opportunities to practice it, and systematic
and intensive recycling. Goals- and achievement-based lessons
with can-do statements enable students to confirm their progress.
Top Notch prepares students to communicate in English with a
diverse array of speakers around the world who have a wide range
of native and non-native accents. An emphasis on cultural fluency
enables students to navigate the social, travel, and business
situations that they will encounter in their lives. The ActiveBook
contains: * The Student's Book in digital format with full audio *
Interactive speaking, listening, reading, grammar, and vocabulary
practice * Printable unit study guides MyTopNotchLab is an
online learning tool with an interactive Top Notch Workbook,
speaking an writing activities, pop-up grammar help, the Student's
Book Grammar Booster exercises, Top Notch TV with viewing
activities, and easy course management.
Summit 1(Teacher's Edition and Lesson Planner)(CD1???)
Fundamentals A
Top Notch 2 Student Book
Focus on Grammar 3
The Complete Series (DVD), with Activity Worksheets
Top Notch, a dynamic 6-level communicative course,
sets a new standard, using the natural language that
people really speak. With a rock-solid learner-center
approach, Top Notch provides students an opportunity to
confirm their own progress at the end of every easy-toteach two-page lesson.
Renowned for its unique speaking pedagogy, Top Notch
is a dynamic communicative course that makes English
unforgettable. Goals and achievement-based lessons
with "can-do" statements enable students to confirm
their progress in every class session. Top Notch builds
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confidence for successful verbal communication and
develops critical thinking skills and reading and listening
strategies. Highlights New Conversation Activator and
Pronunciation Coach Videos in every unit build
conversational competence and accurate pronunciation.
New: Full-color digital vocabulary flashcards for varied,
enriched, and explicit practice. New: Interactive extra
grammar exercises to maximize the quantity of grammar
practice in every unit. New: Achievement tests include
Speaking and Writing tests for every unit, ensuring a
fuller evaluation of progress. Other Highlights Hundreds
of supplementary practice activities and exercises
ensure teachers never have to supplement the course.
Extensive listening comprehension practice. Includes
exposure to a variety of authentic regional and nonnative accents to prepare students for English in today's
world. The Top Notch TV Video program -- with hilarious
sitcoms and authentic on-the-street interviews -- builds
confidence in understanding natural spoken language.
Top Notch Pop songs and karaoke -- with accompanying
language exercises -- make English unforgettable. The
expanded MyEnglishLab -- with Grammar Coach and
Pronunciation Coach Videos, remedial grammar
exercises, and immediate feedback on wrong answers -enables programs to tailor Top Notch to the needs of
their course.
Top Notch 3: Class audio program (5 sound discs (4 3
Four Corners Level 3 Student's Book A with Self-study
CD-ROM
Top Notch 1 Workbook
Top Notch Fundamentals Activeteach
"Top Notch TV is a four-level video program that accompanies the
full Top Notch English course. Each of the levels of Top Notch TV
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contains ten episodes of a hilarious TV-style sitcom (with a TVstyle laugh track)"--Provided by publisher.
The Top Notch 1 Student's Book and Workbook Pack make English
unforgettable through multiple exposures to language, numerous
opportunities to practice it, and systematic and intensive recycling.
Goals- and achievement-based lessons with can-do statements
enable students to confirm their progress. Top Notch prepares
students to communicate in English with a diverse array of speakers
around the world who have a wide range of native and non-native
accents. An emphasis on cultural fluency enables students to
navigate the social, travel, and business situations that they will
encounter in their lives. The ActiveBook contains: The Student's
Book in digital format with full audio Interactive speaking,
listening, reading, grammar, and vocabulary practice Printable unit
study guides
Top Notch 1 Student Book and Workbook Pack
Top Notch 1 Activeteach
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